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SMP_10A_22015

SMP_8A_22016

SBE_EA_22014

SMP_10A_22017

SMF_10A_22018

SMP_9A_22019

X840A

SMT_3A_22020

SMT_3A_22021

SMT_3A_22022

SBE_EA_22011

SBD_EA_22009

SBD_EA_22007

SBS_EA_22008

SBN_EA_22010

SST_KA_22013

SSN_KA_22012

SSN_KA_22006

SSB_FA_22003

SSN_KA_22005

SSS_KA_22001

SSS_KA_22002
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Being a memory foam, it helps to release pressure of 
your body. The added value is offering cool effect with 
blue Gel particles infused.



cm

1.Purification: Bamboo charcoal has strong adsorption and has 
the functions of deodorizing and purifying indoor air.
2.Antibacterial: Bamboo charcoal can curb the reproduction of
molds and microorganisms, and has the effect of preventing
bacteria and insects.
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Electric motion mattress:
Electric motion mattress, with remote control, can be lifted and lowered remotely, without disturbing 
each other.



XCITE is an innovating , patented mattress, introduced in 2019 and won a "Best of 
the Best'Intersum Award"
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Latex:
Those that are used to a memory foam feel (a slow response) will be surprised to 
know that most latex is highly responsive, meaning that although it will react to ones 
body, it has a natural bounce. Some sleepers prefer this, though others not so much.

Pros:High response, differing firmness options.
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Latex:

People who are used to the memory foam touch (a slow response) will be surprised to know that 
most latex is highly responsive, meaning that although it will react to the body, it has a natural bounce.
Some sleepers prefer this, though others not so much.

Pros: High response, various options for the firmness.
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Micro coil
Promote sleep, relieve stress: independent 
spring mattress can effectively promote deep 
sleep.

Since they are much smaller than the regular 
pocket spring, it's much more units to support 
your body. Each individual micro coil flexes gently
in response to body movements without disturbing
the other.

Importance Of Cooling Down
Temperature plays a key part in the process of 
falling asleep. The temperature of our body will 
drop before we can start to doze off. So in order to 
quickly fall asleep, we need to find out that
temperature.

Pros:  Perfectly release your body weight and 
pressure.





Function：Using recycled materials, with electric motion frame which can adjust the sleeping 
posture accordingly.



Function：KD structure  drawer can save packing volume maximumly.



Function：Bed with storage, Headboard wings  can be disassembled to save the packing 
volume; can also save the space.



Function：Use diamond-shaped decoration with concise lines, contemporary contracted 
style mixed a bit classical style.



Function：The grid-shaped dividing line is matched with the edge rolling strip design.



Function：The straight back is trimmed 
with chevron quilting for a clean and 
exquisite look.

Function：The simple and mellow shape, 
decorated with folded edges, shows a simple 
and exquisite feeling.





Function：K/D removable structure, small packing volume; With drawer storage function;
Using recycled materials.



Function：Sofa bed with K/D tructure, small packing volume.
100%Polyester

Bed:



Function：K/D structure, small packing volume; Using recycledmaterials.



Function：The bag and seat cushion are 
decorated with simple quilting pattern 
and tufting.

86



Function：The modular  sofa is characterized 
with easy assembly,  simple design and
elegant style; The under seat storage  and 
the side pocket make more storage room.

Function：Simple shape, the armrest and 
backrest are decorated with rolling strips, 
and the color matching treatment is simple 
but perfectly detailed.

Function： Sleek shape, and rolling strips are 
of the dark color, simple and comfortable.

290*78/160*80/65cm

 312*85/165*81/65cm

310*85*96/66cm





The spiritual core of “keeping gratitude and working together” is 

ineradicable culture and value.We’re grateful to nature for raw materials 

for making mattresses; We’re grateful to global scientists for 

their achievements for sleep quality improvement; We’re 

grateful to consumers for taking as their first and 

lifelong bedding brand; We’re also grateful to all staff for their 

contributions to the brand and customers. This is what we abide by 

and how we treat people and things, which will be rooted in all 

measures to be taken.

Brand conception



Sustainable development

Adhering to the principles of sustainable development, seeks for better 

sleep for everyone and highlights the integration of ecological 

consciousness and social responsibility. Not only does it benefit 

more customers through product prices, quality and services,but it also 

shoulders the social responsibility, which is worthy of pride.

To this end, researches on sophisticated sleep technologies have been 

actively carried out. Thus, we become the first company in the world 

that applies the supercritical extraction technology and the state-of-

the-art formaldehyde purification technology to the mattress field, lays 

emphasis on the ecological consciousness in business development, as well 

as the prudent attitude towards products and services, in an efficient, natural 

manner, free from chemical pollution. That is why we define sustainable 

development as tying market success in ecological consciousness and social 

responsibility.



Brand 
value

From production to service, always sincere and sincere.
Modern natural aesthetic design, natural materials and
materials are the same.

Integrity

In depth study of human sleep index. The full digital
guidance from R & D to the market will connect with the
world at all times.

Informatization

Closely linked with the market and society, sleepon
keeps pace with the world at all times. The spirit of
gratitude is deeply rooted in the corporate gene to
achieve a win-win situation of market efficiency and
social responsibility.

Progress together
and win-win

we are committed to the quality of human sleep and
ensure the overall high quality from production to
service.

Responsibility

continuous creativity, foresight and meaning
coexist.

Innovation

one third of life will be spent in sleep. Sleeping every
night is the decisive factor for human progress. We
focus on human healthy sleep and bring deep and
good sleep to the world.

Well-Sleep 
to the world



Design Diffusion is an online magazine spreading design news and 

culture in Italy and all over the world (70%users read in English).

Design Diffusion World editorial system includes 11 paper magazines, the 

most famous of which is Design Diffusion News, since 1990. 

Designdiffusion.com is a link between the worlds of paper magazines 

and websites, maintaining an independent profile with original contents, 

direct links to DDN blog, social media channels and DDN video news. The 

result of the constant interaction between these entities is a complete 

news coverage and a useful service indispensible to people working in 

the concerned fields.

Worldwide media partner DESIGN
DIFFUSION



· G l o b a l s t r a t e g i c p a r t n e r s ·



Brand Profile:

With superior quality, elegant and classic original style, mellow Italian design

style and advanced manufacturing process.

we provide customers with high-quality Italian home life.

Import Brand



 Import Brand series

Brand Profile:

The design takes the western classical sculpture aesthetics as the cultural

background and source, inherits the traditional exquisite craftsmanship, and

shows the noble and elegant temperament of European nobility from the fine

carving.

Perfect combination of texture, so that each product is permeated with noble

and elegant beauty, adding more artistic flavor to home life.



International invention patent "air spring technology" subvert more

than 200 years of steel wire spring technology,9 years of research and

development, a total of 107 patents, creating the first domestic single

mattress patents.

The world's first adjustable hardness and softness 
intelligent mattress

Advanced Technology Makes Deep 
sleep More Healthy Care



Advanced Technology Makes Deep 
sleep More Healthy Care

Dual-core technology anti-bacterial and anti-mite 

Cooperate with DuPont® and Swiss Sanitized® to develop anti-bacterial 

and anti-mite technology.

Achieve the highest level of anti-bacterial effect of mattress in the 

world . The antibacterial rate is as high as 99.9999%.



Natural

Technology

Healthy

Environment protection





The introcution
of International Journals / Articles / editorials 
in Advertising Campaigns



Underwriter Laboratories 
Inc. certification

The most authoritative 
safety test certification in 

the United States

UKAS Royal
Accreditation Council 

Certification

ISPA International 
Sleep Association 

Member

WKI Germany 
Quality Testing 
Certification

CNIS Ergonomics 
Certification

Certification by 
Hong Kong 
Chiropractic 
Association

International Authoritative  Authority  Certification




